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Solidarity Networks in PreindustrialSocieties:
Rational Peasants with a Moral Economy*

Marcel Fafchamps
Stanford University
I. Introduction
Mutualinsurancenetworks in preindustrialsocieties have been an object of curiosity for many social scientists.' In his seminal book The
MoralEconomy of Peasants, James C. Scott showed how the solidarity mechanismsof southeast Asian peasants are reflectedin their ethical values: the rightto subsistence and the principleof reciprocity.He
failed to explain, however, how mutualinsurancecan survive in spite
of incentive problems. This led Samuel L. Popkin, in The Rational
Peasant, to criticize Scott's view as implyingthat preindustrialcommunities,unspoiled by capitalism,are motivatedby higherethical values.2 Popkin's contribution was to present numerous evidence of
opportunistic behavior among precapitalist peasants.3 His critique,
however, failed to account for the well-documentedexistence of solidaritynetworks.
RichardA. Posner reconciles these two apparentlydiametrically
opposed views, arguing that a mutual solidarity system can be sustainedin the long runby the existence of a lastingrelationshipbetween
its self-interestedmembers.4Opportunisticbehaviorcan be prevented
as long as short-runbenefits from deviation are smallerthan long-run
punishments.Posner's verbal argumentis formalizedin Miles S. Kimball and in Stephen Coate and Martin Ravaillon.5 Elaborating on
Posner's approach, Jean-PhilippePlatteau presents an excellent discussion of Scott's and Popkin's views.6 He also shows that mutual
insurancecan take a variety of forms-grain transfers,credit, access
to land, labor assistance, etc.-and discusses in great detail the incentive problemsassociated with various types of solidaritymechanisms.
This article revisits many of the argumentspresented by Posner,
Platteau, and others in the light of recent developmentsin the theory
of repeated games. Instead of analyzing particularinstitutions, this
? 1992by The Universityof Chicago. All rightsreserved.
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article follows the traditionestablishedby Posner: it concentrates on
key features of solidarity systems and explains them in a consistent
theoreticalframework.
The key characteristicsof solidaritysystems are outlined in Section II. In Section III, I show that mutualinsurancecan be sustained
as an equilibriumof a repeated game.' Incentive problems are addressed in Section IV and linked to the lack of privacy, the right to
subsistence, ex ante solidarity,and networks. Privateaccumulationof
wealth and other asymmetries between players are shown in Section V to lead to asymmetries in the insurance mechanism itself.
Patron-clientrelationshipsare reviewed in that light.8Equilibriumrefinementsare reviewed in Section VI, and their applicabilityto mutual
insurancecontracts is discussed. Finally, policy implicationsconcerning the preventionof destitutionare presentedin Section VII. In conclusion, Posner's view is reasserted:there is no contradictionbetween
the fact that people in preindustrialsocieties pursue their long-term
self-interest and the central idea of the moral economy of peasants,
namely, that the ethical values of precapitalist societies emphasize
solidarityas a moral obligationand subsistence as a right.
II. The Main Characteristicsof Solidarity
In preindustrialsocieties, and much of the ThirdWorldtoday, solidarity bonds often tie membersof a same family, kinshipgroup, or village
together. Those bonds manifestthemselves in a wide varietyof ways.'
Labor invitationsand other forms of manpowerassistance are an opportunityfor relatives and friends to help the sick and the old.10Costfree land and livestock loans allow the redistributionof productive
assets from those who cannot use them effectively to those who have
unemployed labor resources." Childrenthat parents cannot support
are taken care of, and sometimes adopted, by better off households.
Gifts, food transfers,or creditwithoutinterestallow the less successful
to close the food gap.12 Finally, remittances from migrantsincrease
duringbad times."
In rituals, solidarity is sometimes portrayedas an instantaneous
exchange of gifts.14 In practice, however, solidaritysystems are usually organized around delayed reciprocity contingent upon need and
In other words, solidarityis a formof mutualinsurance.
affordability.15
The person receivingassistance is not expected to give back something
equivalentto what is received. What is expected from the recipientis
simply to help others in return. How much help must be providedis
not entirelyspecified. It depends on the recipient'sown circumstances
at the time as well as on the situationof those callingfor help.
Many authors have noted the strong relationship between the existence of solidarity mechanisms and the extreme precariousness of life
in "primitive" and other preindustrial societies.16 Even in developed
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economies, the occurrenceof war or naturalcalamitiesrevives solidarity and mutual assistance. In the words of Evans-Pritchard,"It is
scarcity not sufficiency that makes people generous."7 This suggests
that, whenever economic and social conditionsare such that individual
survival is extremely uncertain without some form of mutual insurance, informalsolidaritymechanismstend to emerge naturally.
The contingent nature of reciprocity is necessary for it to be an
effective insurancemechanismagainstunforeseenevents, but it generates serious incentive problems.8 People may seek to hide, dissimulate, or misrepresenttheir situationof need or affordability.They also
may be tempted to work less and rely on the mutualinsurancesystem
for their subsistence.19 Preindustrialsocieties have devised ways of
dealingwith incentive issues. In fact, many features of solidaritysystems can be interpretedas ways to minimizeefficiency loss. The purpose of this article is to formalizethe idea that solidarityspringsfrom
scarcity, without ignoringincentive problems.
III. MutualInsuranceas a RepeatedGame
Solidaritymechanisms exist in many rural communitiesof the Third
World. Yet, in most cases, there is no formal authority to enforce
them. In the past, as Posner emphasized, "primitive"societies managed to sustain a significantdegree of mutualinsurancedespite a weak
central authority or no government at all.20Today, traditionallocal
authorities, wherever they exist, have seen their power eroded by
colonial governments and centralized postcolonial states. Moreover,
moderncourts are unable to enforce mutualinsurancearrangements.
Indeed, such arrangementsare too informal in nature. Their terms
remain incompletely specified, and the respect of contractualobligations is extremely difficultto verify for anyone who is not a party to
the mutualinsurancecontract.
If the nonrespectof mutualinsuranceobligationscannotbe penalized by an independent court or authority, how can risk pooling be
sustained?Considerthe following example. Say N people agree before
the agriculturalseason that they will pool crop output. Each promises
that, in case of high yields, he or she will transfersome of the output
to others. In the absence of sanction for breech of promise, however,
those who actually get high yields realize ex post that it is in their
advantage not to share. Thus a one-shot insurance contract has no
risk-poolingequilibrium.Its unique Nash equilibriumis autarky.21
This outcome is but anotherillustrationof the prisoner'sdilemma:
all realize that they can benefit from cooperation,yet all find opportunistic behavior in their short-terminterest. The theory of infinitely
repeated games has shown, however, that cooperation can be supported if people are allowed to interact over a long period of time.22
The reason is that cooperation can be rewarded and opportunistic be-
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haviorcan be penalizedin the future.People who breech theirpromise
can be punishedby being treatedless well afterward.The mutualinsurance agreementbecomes self-enforcing:it is based on voluntaryparticipation, not on coercion.
Again consider a situation in which people promise to pool crop
outputafter harvest. Suppose furtherthat they also specify that those
who fail to respect the promises they made will be punishedin subsequent years. In principle, since participationto the mutualinsurance
scheme is purely voluntary, people could withdrawto avoid the punishment. But as long as the utility from being punishedis higherthan
from withdrawing,they voluntarily accept the punishment. Consequently, the maximal punishment someone would voluntarily incur
musthave an expected discountedpayoff thatis just above the autarky
payoff.23Such punishmentis self-enforcingand thus constitutesa credible threat.24A strategy profile can then be constructed specifying a
cooperative path and minimax punishments for each participant.25
Given these punishments, people find it in their long-runinterest to
remainon the cooperativepath, that is, to give partof theircrop output
to others in order to avoid being punished.26
As Dilip Abreu has shown, more cooperation can be supported
with harsherpunishments.Thus, the more likely people are to starve
if left to their own devices, the harsherthe punishmentis that can be
imposed for breech of promise, and the more mutualinsurancecan be
achieved. When people are poor and idiosyncraticrisk is important,
mutual insurance significantlyreduces the chance of starvation and
dramaticallyraises people's expected utility. Consequently,solidarity
mechanismsshould emerge quite naturallyin societies that are vulnerable to starvationand in which idiosyncraticrisk is large.27Economic
prosperity,on the other hand, underminessolidarityto the extent that
it reduces individual risk of starvation.28Simple observation indeed
confirmsthat informalsolidarity is much strongeramong the poor of
this world than among the rich.
At first glance, the large number of possible equilibriathat repeated games can supportseems a problem. However, when one considersthe wide varietyof solidarityinstitutionsdescribedin the anthropology literaturethe indeterminacyof the theory turns out to be an
advantage.29Indeed, it is able to account for differentsolidarity systems arisingfrom similarconditions. The process wherebya particular
system is selected by a given society is path dependent. Since some
form of negotiation is involved, the choice of solidarityarrangement
is likely to be influencedby the politicalsystem of the society. Furthermore, symbolic representationsand ethical values providefocal points
-"fair" contracts-that guide the search for an equilibrium. The
end result is somewhat arbitrary. This is reflected in practice by the
fact that symbolic claims (e.g., magic powers, superior ethnicity,
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caste, etc.) are often used to define social arrangements.Section IVD
sheds some light on this issue, but elements of an answer as to how
an equilibriumis chosen mostly lie in the political anthropologyliterature.30
At this juncture, one may wonder whether the use of the theory
of infinitelyrepeated games is warrantedwhen it is clear that participants to a mutual insurance agreementdo not live forever.31Participants, however, do not know with certainty when the contract ends,
that is, when they will die. As long as, at any point in time, there
remainsa positive probabilityof survival, the formal structureof the
infinitelyrepeated game can be preserved.32Nevertheless, as players
get old, their probabilityof survivaldecreases. This has several consequences.33
Theoretically, old people may reckon that they have little time
left and decide to enjoy life while it lasts. However, it is extremely
unlikelythat this will induce old people to neglect their solidarityobligations. Indeed, as people age, they become increasinglydependent
on others' help and goodwill. Furthermore,the stigmaassociated with
antisocial behavior is likely to be transmittedto descendants. Since
old people are usually taken care of by their descendants,passing onto
them a poor solidarity record means endangeringone's own welfare
in old age.
On the other hand, younger people as a group may realize that
they would benefit if old people were to be droppedfrom the mutual
insurancesystem.34Indeed, old people are likely to be net recipients
of assistance. Since their probabilityof survival is small, their threat
to retaliateif neglected by refusinghelp to young people does not have
much bite. The danger of young people abandoningthe old is thus
far more serious than that of old people neglecting their solidarity
obligations.35
This may explain why primitiveand other preindustrialsocieties
try to compensate by grantingthe old a lot of political and economic
power. In sub-SaharanAfrica, for instance, the clash between the old
and the young has long been part of the sociopoliticallandscape.36The
economic power of the elders is largely based on their indirectcontrol
of their descendants' labor throughdirect authorityover land and livestock. This explains in part why having many childrenis so important
for most people. Old people without childrenare neglectedunless they
are able to find truly altruistichelp.37These issues will be revisited in
Sections VI and VII.
IV. Imperfect Monitoring
A. Observability of Income and Wealth
In a mutual insurance system, solidarity rights and obligations depend
on realized income and wealth. These are only imperfectly observable.
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Consequently, everyone has an incentive to underreportincome and
wealth in order either to be eligible for solidarityassistance or to be
dispensedfrom supportingothers. Obviously, if individualincome and
wealthare entirelyunobservable,there is no way opportunisticmisrepresentation can be prevented, and the mutual insurance system collapses. In small ruralcommunities,however, commonlyobserved signals exist that are correlatedwith individualincome and wealth. Can
the solidarity system survive in those circumstances?As the theory
of repeated games with imperfect monitoringhas shown, the answer
depends critically on how informativethese signals are."3
Suppose that there are signals that are correlatedwith individual
realizationof income.39Some of them are associated with equal likelihood of either high or low income; they are not very informative.
Othersare associated with a high likelihoodthat income is highor low.
Such signals can be used by the parties to the mutualinsurancecontract to verify each others' affordabilityand need. How signals are
used depends on when informationbecomes available.If it is immediately available, it is possible to make mutual insurancetransfersdepend on commonlyobserved signals only. In that case, self-revelation
of need and affordabilityis bypassed entirelyand the dangerof misrepresentationis avoided. Many manifestationsof solidarityrely on such
signals;for instance, transfersand gifts at funeralsand weddings.40Of
course, relyingexclusively on signalscan be very dangerousand costly
in terms of efficiency; people may be requested to provide assistance
when they actually cannot afford it, or may receive it in the absence
of need.41 Consequently,in many cases, solidaritytransfersare at least
partlydeterminedby self-revelation.
In those circumstances, parties to the mutualinsurancearrangementmay have insufficientimmediateinformationto judge the veracity
of insurance claims. Additional informationmay become available
over time, however. Truthfulnessmay thus be appreciatedex post.
Informationavailable after the fact can then be used to triggerharsh
but delayed punishment.As was already argued, punishmentcannot
be so harshthat it induces people to leave the solidaritysystem. Consequently, if signals are not very informativeor are delayed far in time,
and if the maximumlong-termpenalty is low comparedto short-term
opportunisticgains, it will be impossibleto prevent partiesto the mutual insurance arrangementfrom misrepresentingtheir need and affordability.In that case, the mutualinsurancesystem is hardlyable to
operate, and a self-enforcingagreementachieves very little efficiency.
In ruralcommunities,sources of income andformsof wealthdiffer
significantlyin how observablethey are. For instance, it is easy for an
experienced farmer to guess crop yield by observing standing crops at
harvest. But it is much harder to guess someone's income from migration or nonfarm activity. Livestock occupies a somewhat intermediate
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position: it is observable when physically in the village, but mixing
one's livestock with that of others or resortingto transhumanceblur
the picture to a great extent. Actually, the extreme secrecy surroundinggrainstorage, livestock, and other assets in ruralareas of the
ThirdWorld is a sign that people consciously try to decrease observability of their income and wealth.
Given that crop productionis the most easily observableform of
income, people have an incentive to shift away from crops and secure
sources of income that are easy to dissimulate.In partsof ruralAfrica,
it has been observed that young villagers in search of upward social
mobilityrarelyinvest their efforts in agriculture;instead, they migrate
or go into tradeand nonfarmactivities.42The temptationto dissimulate
income by moving away from agriculturecan be very damagingfor
ruralcommunitiessince it endangersfood security. Therefore, it may
be necessary to counteractit by limitingaccess to the village's solidarity network to those who farm and grow food crops. Those who do
not grow food crops would be threatenedwith exclusion because they
have signaledtheir intention to free-ridethe system.
Consumptionis a very powerful, yet delayed, signal of income
and wealth. For instance, large consumptionexpendituresare an ex
post confirmationof affordability,while the absence of such expenditures reveals need. As a result of the lack of privacy in preindustrial
societies informationabout consumptionis able to circulatewidely in
the community.43However, consumptionis a manipulablesignal, and
thus the greedy may avoid consumingin an effort to misrepresenttheir
wealth and thus minimize sharingwith others. The scorn and moral
sanctionassociated with greed in many preindustrialsocieties have led
some observers to conclude that such societies are opposed to private
accumulationof wealth." In this article I suggest instead that the efficiency, and possibly the survival, of the mutual insurance system is
seriously threatenedwhen it is unable to rely on consumptionas an
ex post signalof need and affordability.The fact that greed is ridiculed
and made morallyreprehensibleis proof of the weakness of the mutual
insurancesystem. It has to rely on noneconomic incentives to try to
limit opportunisticbehavior. It is not so much privateaccumulationof
wealth that preindustrialsocieties combat but the fact that some of its
members may accumulate wealth while others are in need. In fact,
preindustrialsocieties welcome wealth accumulationbecause it is an
importantsource of insuranceagainstcollective risk. But wealth accumulationis encouragedto take place openly and to serve the common
need for insurance. (More on this in the section on patron-clientrelationships.)
Finally, need can also be verified ex post if someone who has
been refused assistance subsequentlydies of starvationor illness. In
his study of the Nuer, Evans-Pritchardmentions that if a member of
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the communitydies a sudden death in the presence of someone else,
irrespectiveof that person's responsibilityin the event, nonassistance
is put on the same footing as murder.45Another way by which some
societies ensure that a call for help is not taken lightly is to administer
collective punishment when a sudden death occurs, irrespective of
whether there was collective (or individual)contributionto that person's tragic end.
B. Observability of Effort

Imperfectmonitoringof income and wealth is not the only incentive
problemfacing mutualinsurancesystems. Imperfectmonitoringof effort may induce participantsto shirk, that is, to work little and rely
on the communityfor their subsistence. Since the more insurance is
provided, the less incentive people have to work, there is a trade-off
between efficiency in insuranceand efficiencyin laboreffort. Incentive
problems may thus limit the level of sustainableinsurance. Possibly
all that can be achieved is catastrophicinsurance-in Scott's words,
the right to subsistence.
As an example, consider a one period symmetriccontract of full
income pooling and, for simplicity, assume that it is fully enforceable
and that income is observable. If effort is also observable, Pareto efficiency is achieved by- requiringparticipantsto provide the level of
effort that corresponds to first best optimality.46Those who deviate
are heavily penalized; punishmentsensure that cheating is never in a
participant'sbest interest. Since all parties are identical and are risk
averse, equal distributionof income ensures the highest degree of social welfare.
If individualeffort is not observable, however, moral hazardbecomes a problem. Full income pooling remains Pareto efficient from
an insurancepoint of view, but since the effort of each participantonly
has a marginalimpact on his share of aggregateincome, free riding
becomes a best response. Consequently, efficiency in effort is not
achieved and there is underapplicationof effort. Formally,let the optimizationproblemof participantj be
N

MaxijEUj(yi/N,

1-

)

subject to y, = f(li) for all i = 1, . . .

,

N,

where y, stands for the income of household i, N is the total number
of households, 1 is the total (normalized) time endowment, and li
equals labor of participant i. Because of symmetry, the solution to the
above also defines the Nash equilibrium contract. Dropping subscripts,
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individualeffort is implicitlygiven by
EUyC,

= EUI.

(1)

The incentive effect of insurance on individualeffort is identical
to that obtainedin models of sharecropping,income tax, or producers'
cooperatives.Here, N representsthe numberof partiesto the contract,
but equation(1) would be formallyidenticalif it representedthe share
of output that goes to a shareholder,the marginalrate of taxation on
laborincome, or the numberof people in a cooperative.47In all models
the effect is the same: because people do not capturethe entire marginalproductof their effort, they usually find it optimalto reduce their
level of effort.48Consequently, aggregateoutput drops.
Is it possible to find another contract that does better than full
income pooling?An alternativeis suggested by Scott, who insists that
solidarityamong peasants is characterizedby guaranteedsubsistence,
not full income pooling. A contract aimed at guaranteeingsubsistence
can be constructed as follows. Set a minimumsurvival income. Because utility drops dramaticallybelow survival income, the largest
welfare gains from insurance are achieved from the reduction in the
risk of starvation.49Finance the minimumsurvival income insurance
by lump-sum"fees" levied on all players with an income realization
above the survival threshold. Intuitively, such a contract improves
efficiency by making participantspartially residual claimants of the
fruits of their efforts. If the chance of falling below the starvation
income level is relatively small, financingthe scheme by lump-sum
fees insures that more efficiency in effort is achieved.50On the other
hand, if the chance of fallingbelow starvationincome is high, individuals may prefer to shirk and reduce their labor effort.51
Formally, let ~ be the fee that is chargedto each memberof the
insurancepool. It covers the subsistence requirementsof pool participants and thereforedepends on realized aggregateincome and its distribution.Let c stand for the expected value of the fee.52Participants
are guaranteeda minimumincome level yf.53The optimizationproblem
facing each memberof the insurancepool is to choose a level of effort
that maximizes expected utility:
Max fU(yf1

c, 1 - l)h(y)dy +

U[y(l) - c, 1 - l]h(y)dy,

-Yf

where y stands for income, I for effort, h(y) is the probabilitydensity
function of y, and (y, y) is the support of y. As before, the utility
function U(-) is defined over income and leisure. Assume that income
risk is multiplicative:y = f(l)s, where s is a randomshock. Let g(s)
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be the probabilitydensity function of s. The first order condition for
an interioroptimumis
- UIProb sf

+ f()
-

- U)g(s)ds

- Uf2

f(1)

/y
g

f(l)

= 0,

(Usf'

where U, stands for Ul(yf - c, 1 - 1), and U stands for U(y - c,
1 - 1).
Totally differentiatingthe above with respect to 1 and yf shows
how, other things being equal, effort changes with the level of minimum guaranteedincome. The resultingexpression can be written as
dl

d
dyf

-1

S- I) - -UlyProb s-f)
SOC

Yf

- Uf
"f

Yf

f(l-)

'

where SOC stands for the second order condition of the optimization
problem. The second order condition is negative at an interior optimum. Assume that the marginalutility of leisure increases with income. Then the expression in brackets is negative. Thus, for any expected insurance fee c, effort is a decreasing function of the level
of minimuminsured income, bringingto light the trade-off between
insuranceand efficiency.
Morecomplex, nonlinearcontractsmay be able to achieve a better
balance between efficiency and insurance, but the theory of mechanism design suggests that such contractsare sensitive to slightchanges
in model parametersand are easily manipulatedby participantsif observabilityis not perfect.54In other words, delicate optimalcontracts
are not robust. Consequently,attemptingto identify an optimalshortterm risk-poolingcontract is likely to lead to counterfactualresults.
A more promisingline of enquiry is to investigate whether repeated
contractsmay reduce moral hazard.
As Drew Fudenberg, D. Levine, and E. Maskin and Abreu, D.
Pearce, and E. Stacchettihave shown, moralhazardcould in principle
be minimized,say, by the use of triggerpunishmentstrategies.55Realized output can be used as a signal for effort. Underapplicationof
effort is more likely when individualoutput is low relative to output
of others. Consequently, low output could triggerharsh punishment.
The problem is that (1) the purpose of the mutualinsurancecontract
is to shelter people againstlow output and (2) risk pooling can shelter
people only against idiosyncratic risk. Letting low individualoutput
relative to the output of others trigger punishments contradicts the
very purpose of the contract itself.
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Thus other signals have to be found. Restricted privacy ensures
a permanentcheck on people's actual work performance.Consumption of leisure and leisure-relatedcommodities (beer, gambling,etc.)
can be used as a monitoringdevice. In land surplusareas of the Third
World,plantedacreage can also serve as a signal, an indicatorof work
effort. Unfortunately, this signal is manipulableas it is possible for
people to inflate planted acreage yet fail to performother agricultural
operationsin an efficient and timely fashion. Signal manipulationand
moralhazardissues thus also help explainwhy laborinputsper hectare
are so low in African agriculture.56
C. Ex ante Solidarity
Anotherway to reduce incentive problemsin ex post mutualinsurance
is for group solidarity to operate ex ante. While ex post solidarity
compensates someone for a shortfallin income, ex ante solidarityattempts to prevent the occurrence of a shortfall.By grantingaccess to
key factors of production-land, labor, and capital-ex ante solidarity
minimizes costs in two ways: it reduces moral hazard, and it avoids
the waste of communityresources.57The rationaleand foundationfor
ex ante solidarity thus must be sought in the existence of ex post
solidarity;without a right to subsistence, ex ante solidaritywould not
exist.
There are numerous manifestationsof ex ante solidarity. Labor
assistance duringthe croppingseason, for example, is used to help the
sick or the old complete farm operationson time.'"Indeed, it is more
cost effective for the communityto salvage crops via immediatelabor
assistance rather than waiting for crops to fail and provide ex post
insurance. By giving this assistance, the land and labor resources already invested in crop productionare not wasted, and the cost to the
group is reduced.
Another example of ex ante solidarityis land borrowing,free of
charge, as practiced in the West African semiarid tropics.59 There,
marginalreturnsto land are low (low rainfall,low soil fertility, simple
technology, slow naturalfertility restoration),and yields depend primarilyon labor, directlyvia carefulcultivation,and indirectlyvia labor
investment in land fertility and water retention (manuring,ridging).6'
In those circumstances, it is more attractive for farmers to acquire
other people's goodwill by lendingout excess land, insteadof cultivating it with hired manpower.Actually, attemptsat direct cultivationby
landrich householdsface social resistance in the formof laborshirking
because they violate the principlesof solidarity.61 Here againthe rationale is that someone short of land will also be short of food at the end
of the season. Thus, a land loan is a way to prevent the need for food
assistance, while making full and efficient use of the labor resources
and reducingmoral hazard.
Temporarytransfersof land are not the only way by which food
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shortages of land-poorhouseholds can be prevented. Sharecropping,
or providingemployment to landless and land-poorhouseholds, may
prove a better alternative, depending on the circumstances.62In the
absence of increasing returns to scale in agriculture,however, and
providedthat landlordsdo not have a preferredor exclusive access to
key factors of production,land transferspresent advantages.63Indeed,
they minimize moral hazard and the need for labor supervision by
makingtillers residual claimantsof the fruits of their efforts.
Even consumptionloans and food transferscan be viewed partly
as manifestationsof ex ante solidarity. Short-termconsumptionloans
are very common in ruralareas of the ThirdWorld.6 Very often, they
are used to buy food so that people may continueworkinguntilthe end
of the agriculturalseason.65Such loans are sometimes made without
interest, and their repaymentvaries with the situationof both lender
and borrower.66Similarly,food assistance is a measure that can prevent incapacitationdue to malnutrition,as it enables recipientsto continue working. Again, the rationaleis that it is cheaperfor the system
to transferfood now in order to reduce demandsfor assistance later.
D. Networks

In practice, solidarity does not really operate as a group insurance.
Rather, as Lynn Ellsworth has shown, it operates as a network in
which individualsare connected to a small numberof other people,
who, in turn, are connected to other people.67 The end result is a
net or mesh of interpersonalrelationships in which individuals are
connected to each other either directly or indirectly.Lineage, kinship,
neighborhood,or consanguinityoften are majoraxes of solidaritynetworks, but friendshipand patron-clientrelationshipsalso matter.68Althoughcustoms and traditionsinfluencethe structureand operationof
the solidarity network, in practice, mutual obligations between each
participantare personalizedand based on trust.
At some level of abstraction, solidaritynetworks can be treated
as equilibriumpaths of a largerepeatednoficooperative gameof mutual
insurance. The fact that mutual insurance systems operate as networks, however, can againbe interpretedas a result of incentiveproblems. Make the following two assumptions:monitoringis costly, and
the cost of monitoringfalls over time between any pair of individuals
who actively practice solidarity.The idea behindthese assumptionsis
that, as two individualsassist and monitoreach other, over time they
acquirerelation-specificinformationthat allows them to monitoreach
other more effectively; they know each other's situationbetter, they
have learnedto readeach other's facial expressions, etc. Callthe result
of this process of learning-by-doing "trust."
Now start from a situation in which mutual insurance ties do not
exist. If people recognize that cooperation is Pareto improving, they
will want to enter into informal mutual insurance arrangements. Since
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they have limited resources to cover monitoringcosts, they will concentrateon a limited numberof informalarrangementsthat, over time,
develop into personalizedand privilegedrelationshipsbased on mutual
trust. This means that the process whereby the mutualinsurancesystem is formed crystalizes it into a mesh of interpersonalrelations.69
The process of crystallization,like many processes with dynamic increasing returns, is likely to generate multipleequilibria,path dependence, and lock-in.70 Efficient outcomes are not guaranteed. Hence
customs, traditions,and ethics provide the focal points that guide the
process and increase the chance that it generates an efficient and fair
outcome.
At its inception, the process of networkcrystallizationis likely to
take advantage of special relationships preexisting between society
members:filiation,kinship, neighborhood,and consanguinity.Indeed,
these relationshipsgive ajoint monitoringadvantageto pairsof people.
For instance, because of the lack of privacy in preindustrialsocieties,
it is hardto hide somethingfrom your neighboror brother-in-law,and
vice versa. By reducing monitoring costs, such relationships allow
solidaritylinks to develop faster and stronger. Altruisticfeelings between people can also serve as initialcatalyst, thus the role of filiation
and friendship. Consequently, solidarity networks largely reproduce
the structureof lineage, vicinity, kinship, and consanguinity.
Networks present other informationaladvantages. They save on
informationflows and allow the day-to-day operation of the mutual
insurancesystem to be decentralized.Withouta network,trackingthe
cooperativeequilibriaof the repeatedgame would actuallyrequirethat
large amounts of informationbe shared by all the members of the
mutual insurance contract. Given the cost and complexity of such
informationflows, cooperative equilibriawould probablynot materialize. With networks, even the decision to punish can be decentralized;
punishmentby the best-informedpeople can be used as a signal that
other villagers should punish as well. Unfaithfulwives and ungrateful
sons, for example, can be collectively fustigatedthis way.
Finally, by their decentralizednature,networksare more resilient
and flexible than a global insurance pool. Births, deaths, weddings,
and migrationsare easily accommodatedwithouthavingto renegotiate
and reconsider the insurance arrangementsof the entire community.
Adjustmentsare made in a decentralizedfashion, saving on renegotiation costs. Decentralizationmay also allow solidarityrightsand obligations to remainincompletely specified without imposingan extremely
complex accounting system on the membersof the insurancepool.
V. Wealth and Patronage
A. Individual Wealth Accumulation
Individual wealth accumulation is very common in rural areas of the
Third World. It takes various forms-for example, livestock, jewelry,
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land, bullocks, equipment, and durable consumptiongoods-and is
more prevalent in high risk areas like the semiaridtropics." From a
theoreticalpoint of view, wealth accumulationintroducesa nonstationary element in the situation and destroys its repeated game nature.
Though strictly speaking the theory of repeated games is no longer
applicable, the intuition one gains from it remains a valuable source
remainsthe centralquestion:Is it posof inspiration.Self-enforcemnent
sible to reconcile individualwealth with the self-enforcingcharacter
of solidarity?In what follows I will suggest elements of an answer.
Accumulatedwealth constitutes both a curse and a blessing for
the mutualinsurancesystem. First of all, it providesprotectionagainst
many sources of risk, includingcollective risks like drought,war, and
locusts; mutualinsuranceprotects only againstidiosyncraticrisk. Accumulatedwealth thus offers a form of protection that mutualinsurance cannot substitute for. People with accumulatedwealth are the
only ones who can provide that kind of insurance.Their participation
in the mutualinsurance system enables it to operate also as a mechanism of intertemporalconsumption smoothing. Consequently, it is
in the interest of the solidaritygroup to allow-and possibly encourage-wealth accumulation.This does not mean, however, that wealth
accumulationmay be encouragedin all circumstances. In particular,
allowingpeople to accumulatewealth while others starve violates the
fundamentalobjective of the solidarity system, which is to minimize
the risk of starvation.Limits or conditions to individualwealth accumulationmay thus be imposedto ensure, accordingto Scott, the "right
to subsistence."
There is another, more fundamental,difficulty,however-the necessity to preserve the self-enforcing character of the solidarity arrangement. People with a high realized income may be tempted to
evade their solidarityobligationsand instead accumulatetheir surplus
income as individualprotection against starvation.72 Those with sufficient accumulatedwealth may even defect entirely from the mutual
insurancesystem, taking away with them what amounts to the intertemporalinsurancefund of the solidaritygroup. One possible way to
preventdefection in the presence of individualwealth accumulationis
to base solidaritycontributionson wealth instead of currentincome.
Addressingsolidarityclaims to wealthypeople would "creamoff" the
top wealth and, it is hoped, prevent people from accumulatingenough
to escape the system. Unfortunately,creamingoff top wealth has serious disincentive effects on effort. Many societies seem to have found
a solution to this problem, namely, grantingpreferentialtreatmentto
wealthy individuals.This is discussed below.
B. Patron-Client Relationship
Patron-client relationships are a formal way of organizing the compensation of wealthy individuals for their continued participation in the
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solidarity system. In practice, such relationships take a variety of
forms, but they can schematicallybe describedas follows.73 Say there
are two groups of people, the rich, and the poor. The rich promise to
help the poor in times of hardshipand, in particular,to insurethe poor
againststarvation.Since the rich have little to gain from a risk-pooling
arrangementwith the poor, the poor have to reciprocatein some other
ways. Repeated small gifts are thus made:religiouscontributions,gifts
to the chief, payment for methaphysicalservices, etc. Since the rich
often need additional manpower, the poor can also provide labor,
sometimes as a form of labor insurance whereby the client is at his
patron'sbeck and call. Finally, because of the patron's ability to take
advantageof economic opportunities,useful informationis chaneled
to him. Arbitragingpossibilities and other good bargainsare reported
by the client-whatever reinforces his patron's economic, political,
and social standing.
The protection against starvation guaranteed by the patron's
wealth significantlyimproves the expected utility of his client(s). Yet
over time, transfersof labor help the rich get richer and may lead to
the concentrationof wealth in his hands. For instance, household surveys in sub-SaharanAfrica often show that livestock, an essential
store of wealth, is distributedvery unevenly across ruralhouseholds.74
The abilityof wealthierindividualsto turnthe mutualinsurancesystem
into an instrumentof exploitation-that is, of extractionof surplus-is
the compensationthey receive for continuedparticipationin that system. Even though the poor may find that patronsare exploitingthem,
they value security enough to accept it. Indeed, without clientelism,
either solidaritywould collapse altogetheror it could survive only by
banning wealth accumulation and, therefore, offering no protection
againstcollective risk.75
Clientelismcan easily be accommodatedwithin the solidaritynetwork. Wealthypeople, because they are a source of insuranceagainst
collective risk, are very desirable to befriend. Consequently,patrons
are likely to be better "connected" and to sit at the top of a pyramid
of interpersonalrelationships.76In those circumstances,it is possible
for the mutualinsurancenetwork to simplifyinto a single star-shaped
arrangement,whereby all membersof the networkare connected only
to the patron,and all insurancetransfersare coordinatedby him. When
that happens, the position of the patron is obviously reinforced;not
only is he the only source of insurance against collective risk, he is
also the only source of mutualinsurance. Under what conditions centralized network patterns are likely to emerge will be the object of
future research.
To summarize, patron-client relationships provide an incentive for
wealth accumulation while preserving insurance against starvation in
a self-enforcing manner. In these circumstances, the ability to help
others in need becomes a source of prestige and power. Social mobility
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takes the form of competitionfor clients. Lavish expenditures,public
display of wealth, and prodigalassistance to the poor may simply be
temporaryinstrumentsto wrest clients away from their current patron." Finally, given the close ties between insurance and wealth,
patrons' wealth in a sense is held for the benefit of their clients. It is
not really theirs to dispense at will, and attempts to do so are likely
to be met with disapprovalor even revolt.'"
C. Social Differentiation

The existence of asymmetries in wealth and the ensuing emergence
of clientelism polarizes the solidarity network. The outcome is the
emergence of a center (or centers) and a periphery.79People found at
the periphery are of various types. Old people without descendants
and widows without childrenoften survive with great difficultyat the
marginof the solidaritysystem. Recent settlers belongingto different
ethnic groups are treated as "outsiders."80Merchantsand civil servants also remain at the edge of the village solidarity network, prefering to rely on their own extra-villagenetworks.81
The center is usually occupied by traditionalauthorities-village
chief, marabout, religious leader, traditionalhealer-as well as by
morerecent contenders-cadre, head of the cooperative, storekeeper,
miller, teacher.82 Centers are responsible for representingtheir community to the rest of the world. In case of a drought,for instance, it
is the center's duty to call the attentionof the regionalauthoritiesand
to attract as much food aid as possible. In other words, the center
is relied upon to insert himself into a regional or national solidarity
network.
Since the center is so importantfor the solidarity system as a
whole, efforts to remove it based on the perception that it is feudal
and exploitative are bound to fail. Thoughthe currentcenter may be
physically eliminated, the solidarity system will by its own internal
logic strive to replace it.83The new center may take anotherformreligiousleaderinsteadof traditionalchief, cadre insteadof landlordbut it will reappearas long as the real reasons for its emergence-that
is, the need for insurancebased on accumulatedwealth-still exist.
VI. EquilibriumRefinements
In the recent literatureon repeated games, several refinementshave
been proposed to the concept of subgame perfection. Two of them
in particularprovide additionalinsight on the workings of solidarity
networks. They are briefly discussed in this section.
A. Renegotiation-Proofness
In Section III, it was suggested that the maximum punishment that
can be imposed on individuals who deviate from the cooperative path
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yields the expected autarky payoff. Indeed, any lower punishment
payoff could be evaded by leaving the solidaritygroup. Does it mean
that participants to the mutual insurance contract can be credibly
threatenedwith a punishmentthat gives them a payoff as low as their
autarkypayoff? Suppose some deviate from the cooperative paththat is, do not comply with insuranceobligations.This triggersa punishment strategy from the subgame perfect strategy profile whereby
the deviants gets their autarkypayoff. Now suppose that the deviants
refuse to go along with the punishmentand threaten the group with
withdrawal.If the solidaritypool is small, losing one of its members
means that the pool is less able to spread risk. Consequently, it is
willing to renegotiate the mutual insurance contract and forgive the
deviants for their defection. Of course, if participantsanticipatethat
punishments will never be enforced, cooperation itself is not selfenforcing and risk sharingwill not be attained. This is, in short, the
argumentmade by J. Farrelland Maskin.84
It is possible, however, to findpunishmentpaths that are renegotiation-proof.But because they are less harsh, the amountof cooperation that they can supportis reduced. The idea is to build punishment
paths that do not penalize nondeviant participants,that is, to create
punishmentsthat they wish to enforce.85In that case, deviantswill not
be able to renegotiate themselves out of their own punishment. In
terms of mutualinsurancecontracts, it means that exclusion from the
solidaritypool, even temporarily,is not a renegotiation-proofpunishment path. On the other hand, fines are a form of punishmentthat is
(weakly) renegotiation-proof.Indeed, suppose that the payment of
fines is made contingent upon income: high income for the punished
participantresults in largefines; but low income still triggersassistance
fromthe solidaritypool. Obviously, nondeviantsbenefitfrom the fines
while continuingto share risk with the punished participant.Consequentlythey cannot be swayed away from the punishmentpath. From
the point of view of the punished person, the payment of fines may
still be preferableto withdrawalbecause protectionagainst starvation
is still provided.
Anthropologicalaccounts suggest that complete exclusion from
the village community is rare and is considered quite extreme, but
there is little direct evidence on this issue.86 Posner's review of tort
law among primitivesocieties, however, provides convincing indirect
evidence.87In particular,Posner emphasizes that compensation(i.e.,
fines) are the preferredremedy for wrongdoing.Moreover, liability is
strict in the sense that it punishes "the mere act of injuringor killing
another regardless of the state of mind of the injureror the care he
In other words, compensationis due
took to try to avoid the injury.""88
irrespectiveof intent. If the worst possible transgressionto the duties
of mutual assistance-murder-is punished by the transfer of a few
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cows to the lineage of the deceased, then surely minordeviationsfrom
mutualinsuranceobligationscan be similarlydealt with. Reliance on
various signals to trigger solidarity claims can also be viewed as an
indirectway of punishingdeviations. For instance, ostentatious consumption will immediately attract neighbors and friends who invite
themselves to the table and present incessant requests for "loans."
Failureto comply is met with angerand resentment.Such forced transfers can be viewed as fines that sanction an attempt to circumvent
mutualinsuranceobligations.
B. Coalition-Proofness

So far, equilibriumpaths have been requiredto be individuallyrational: that is, any single participantmust find it in his or her long-term
individualinterestto meet his or her obligationsto others. Among such
equilibriumpaths, however, there are situations in which a subgroup
(or coalition) of participantscould improve its collective welfare by
withdrawingand creatingits own mutualinsurancearrangement.For
instance, suppose that a member of the solidarity pool gets handicapped by age, disease, or accident. It is of course not in his or her
interestto defect; but the rest of the pool memberswould probablybe
better off without that member.
The emergence of a mutualinsurancearrangementsupposes that
individualsrecognize that efficiency gains can be made from cooperation and that they can negotiate a social contract in order to achieve
such gains. If a large group of people is assumed able to define a
social contract, then a fortiori one would express smaller groups of
individualsto recognize the gains they can jointly make by defecting.
Consequently,equilibriain which subgroupscan improve their situation by jointly defecting and recreatingsmaller risk-sharingarrangements should be eliminated. I call the remainingequilibriacoalitionproof.89
Requiringthat equilibriabe coalition-proofseriously reduces efficiency. Consider again the above example. Ex ante, all members of
the solidarity pool have some probabilityof becoming handicapped.
Thus, all prefer a social contract that provides insuranceagainst such
risk. Yet if coalitions form freely and costlessly, they also know that
if anyone becomes handicapped,others will renegotiate a solidarity
agreementexclusively among themselves. Therefore, protection will
not be providedagainstdisability,old age, and otherpermanentreductions of anyone's usefulness to the risk pool.90 Whether, in practice,
such coalitionscan be preventedremainsan open question. Obviously,
the politicaland legal system will to a great extent impedeor favor the
formation of particular coalitions, and not all coalitions are equally
likely to emerge.91 The possibility that coalitions be formed raises,
however, important issues and may help explain some of the features
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of societies in which solidarity plays an essential role. In particular,
gerontocraticpower structuresmay reflect old people's intrinsicfear
of being deserted. As is argued in the next section, the behavior of
solidaritynetworks duringfamines may also be understoodas a coalition of the poor against the poorest.
VII. The Breakdownof the SolidaritySystem
The existence of solidaritynetworkshas numerouspolicy implications:
it affects rural welfare, as well as peasant behavior, with respect to
food aid, prices, risk, technology, and new institutions.In this article
the attention is concentrated on the prevention of destitution. When
poor ruralcommunitiesare hit by a majorshock, say, a flood, drought,
or famine, the solidarity system often seems to break down.92 It may
happen that after the shock the entire wealth of the communityis no
longer sufficient to ensure everybody's survival. In that case, some
people may actually starve because there simply are not enough resources to support everybody. Although it is likely that those who
have barely enough to sustain themselves will refuse to help others,
reallocatingexisting resources would not reduce the numberof casualties. In other words, starvationis not due to the failure of the mutual
insurancesystem.
Evidence on the incidence of famines, however, suggests that
some segments of the populationmay suffer from severe deprivation
while others do more than survive, and even prosper.The entitlement
literatureemphasizes this dimensionand arguesthat famines are often
due not to the unavailabilityof food per se but to the inabilityof some
membersof the communityto lay claim to that food.93 The entitlement
literaturealso implicitly recognizes that the solidaritynetwork is unable to redistributeclaims on food. The theory of repeatedgames sheds
some light on the perplexingpossibility that, despite the existence of
a mutual insurance system, the solidarity system fails to redistribute
income and food when they are most needed.
Consider a ruralcommunity in which some people are better off
than others. As repeated droughtsand other calamities strike, people
progressivelyliquidate their productive assets: land (if land sales are
legally permitted), livestock, grain stocks, bullocks, and farm equipment.94Poor people run out of alienableassets faster than rich people
do. They are left with unalienableassets such as theirown laborforce,
experience, and skills. Dependingon the circumstances,the expected
discounted future value of these assets may be very low-think of
herderswithout livestock or farmerswithout land. Besides, it is likely
that malnutritionand disease have diminishedthe abilityof individuals
to work and households to function. In these circumstances, the expected futurecontributionof poor people to the mutualinsurancesystem is very low. They are no longer attractivepartners, and nobody
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wishes to attract their goodwill by supportingthem. Better-off members of the solidaritynetworkthen find it in their collective best interest to shut off poorer people temporarilyfrom the mutual insurance
arrangement.This is more likely to happen when times are difficult
for everyone, when the global resources of the solidaritynetwork are
seriously reduced and the maintenanceand rehabilitationof the poverty strickenis particularlyonerous.
Knowingthat they may be denied assistance when they most need
it, poor people probablydo not have the option to refuse to participate
in the solidaritysystem. Since they need the mutualassistance system
just to get throughnormalyears, they do not have the luxuryto refuse
a contractthat shuts them off in bad years. All they can do is gamble
theirway out of poverty and destitutionand hope that "nature"allows
them to accumulateenough so that they may be perceived as somebody worth preservingin the system.
Whenthe mutualinsuranceoperatesas a network,coalitionsneed
a coordinatingmechanism by which they can jointly exclude poor
members. Again, various types of signals can be used to this end. In
practice, poor people are likely to have a small numberof asymmetric
ties with participantsin the insurance pool. Being dropped by one
influentialmemberof the networkis a signal to others that leads them
to discontinuetheirinterpersonalrelationsas well. This singularlyreinforces the power that patronsexercise on their poorer clients; writing
them off may be a death warrant.
The ideas suggestedhere are consistent with some of the empirical
evidence about famines. For instance, they explain how destitution
can exist in societies with strongsolidarityties andwhy indigentsoften
leave their village and come to the cities. More empiricalresearch is
needed to verify this, but the view of solidaritysystems presentedhere
also casts serious doubts regardingtheir abilityto deal effectively with
the old, the sick, and the disabled(particularlythose withoutrelatives)
andwith poor segmentsof the populationin cases of recurrentdrought.
VIII. Conclusion
In this article, I have used the concepts developed by the theory of
repeated games to better understandthe functions of the solidarity
network-an essential feature in the ThirdWorld. I have shown how
the insurancerationaleis the majorreason for the existence of such a
system; how imperfectobservabilitylimits its efficiency and generates
incentive problems; how the need for intertemporalinsurancefavors
the emergenceof centers or patronsable to concentrateresources and
information;and finally, how large external shocks may lead to the
rejection of poorer people from the system. The existence of solidarity
networks influences how changes in economic environment affect be-
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havior and welfare. Exploring those interactions should be the object
of future research.
To conclude, there is no contradiction between the formalization
of peasant behavior presented here and the central idea of the moral
economy of peasants-that is, that ethical values of precapitalist societies emphasize solidarity as a moral obligation and subsistence as a
right. Ethics can be viewed as performing two functions: first, reducing
moral hazard by attaching a moral penalty to unobservable infringments of solidarity rules, and second, mediating conflictual relationships between asymmetric players and providing guidance on what
behavior is fair and acceptable.95 Studying mutual reinforcement between the right to subsistence as a moral obligation and mutual insurance as a social institution is a promising topic for future research.
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led some anthropologiststo overestimatethe efficiencyand redistributiveperformanceof actual solidaritymechanisms.See Popkin(n. I above); and Watts
for a similarcriticism.
15. Thereare exceptions to systems being organizedarounddelayedreciprocity, as, e.g., when hunters share a good kill, and fishermenthe day's
catch. See, e.g., studies of South Indianfishermenby Platteauand Abraham;
and Jean-PhilippePlatteauand Jean-PierreBaland, "Income-sharingthrough
Work-spreadingArrangements:An Economic Analysis with Special Reference to Small-Scale Fishing," Cahiers de la Facultk des Sciences Econom-

iques et Sociales de Namur, Facultes UniversitairesNotre-Damede la Paix,
Namur, June 1989;and of the Dakar fishermenby F. Sow, "L'6conomie du
poisson sur la petite c6te (Senegal):Le r6le des femmes" (The fish economy
on the little coast [Senegal]:the role of women), Etudes Scientifiques(Universit6de Dakar,March1986).For an illustrationof the principleof reciprocity
being contingent on need in the case of credit transactions, see Udry (n. 1
above); and Platteauand Abraham.
16. For example, Scott; Posner; Kimball(n. 5 above); Coate and Ravallion (n. 5 above);Platteau,"TraditionalSystems of Social SecurityandHunger
Insurance."
17. Evans-Pritchard,p. 84.
18. Scott, p. 5.
19. This concern is at the center of Poewe's work (n. 3 above). See also
Popkin;Platteau, "TraditionalSystems of Social Security and HungerInsurance"; and Melville J. Herskovits, Economic Anthropology (New York:
Knopf, 1952),p. 121, as cited in Posner, p. 14. Moralhazardhas been studied
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in a wide varietyof economic situations,e.g., sharecropping,income taxation,
managers'motivation,etc. See, e.g., Joseph E. Stiglitz, "Incentivesand Risk
Sharingin Sharecropping,"Review of Economic Studies 41, no. 2 (1974):
219-55; 0. Hartand B. Holmstrom,"The Theoryof Contracts,"in Advances
in Economic Theory,ed. TrumanF. Bewley (Cambridge:CambridgeUniversity Press, 1987); Pranab Bardhan, The Economic Theory of Agrarian Institu-

tions (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989);and the referencescited in
Kreps (n. 7 above), chap. 16.
20. See also Evans-Pritchard(n. 1 above); Colson (n. I above); and
Gluckman(n. 2 above).
21. Unique, i.e., except for noncrediblepromises.
22. Ariel Rubinstein, "Equilibriumin Supergameswith the Overtaking
Criterion,"Journal of Economic Theory21 (1979): 1-9; Robert J. Aumann,
"Repeated Games," in Issues in Contemporary Microeconomics and Welfare,

ed. George Fiewel (New York: Macmillan, 1985);Drew Fudenbergand E.
Maskin, "The Folk Theorem in Repeated Games with Discountingor with
IncompleteInformation,"Econometrica54 (1986):533-54. See also Kreps,
chap. 14, and the references cited therein.
23. This does not mean that someone can never be broughttemporarily
below the autarkypayoff. Indeed, as Dilip Abreu, D. Pearce, and E. Stacchetti, "Optimal Cartel Equilibriawith Imperfect Monitoring,"Journal of
Economic Theory39 (1986):251-69, have shown, front-loadingpunishments
is often optimalin games with discounting,because it allows harsherpunishments. Optimalpunishmentpaths involve pushing the deviant player below
the one-shotminimaxpayofffor a while beforerevertingto a long-termcooperative equilibrium.See also Dilip Abreu, Paul Milgrom,and D. Pearce, "Information and Timingin Repeated Partnerships,"Econometrica59, no. 6 (November 1991):1713-33.
24. That is, it is subgameperfect.
25. By the optimalpenal code argument.See Dilip Abreu, "On the Theory of InfinitelyRepeatedGameswith Discounting,"Econometrica56 (1988):
383-96.
26. The above argumentcan be made mathematicallyrigorous.See Kimball (n. 5 above); Coate and Ravallion(n. 5 above).
27. Assumingthat society membersare able to coordinatetheir actions
to achieve an efficient mutualinsuranceagreement.Obviously some level of
social stabilityis requiredfor coordinationto emerge.Politicalor social unrest,
or the rapidstructuraltransformationof society, may hinderindividualefforts
towardcoordination.
28. Using a simple model of mutualinsurance, Coate and Ravallion(p.
19) show, however, that the result can be reversed when the thirdderivative
of the utility function, with respect to income, is negative.
29. On the range of solidarityinstitutions,see, e.g., Posner (n. I above);
Platteau, "TraditionalSystems of Social Security and Hunger Insurance"
(n. 1 above); and the references cited therein.
30. For example, Bates (n. I above); Colson (n. 1 above); and Gluckman
(n. 2 above).
31. As is well known, when the stage game has a singleNash equilibrium,
as here, the theory of finitelyrepeatedgames predictsthat no cooperationcan
be achieved (see J.-P. Benoit and V. Krishna, "Finitely Repeated Games,"

Econometrica 53, no. 4 [1985]: 905-22).

32. This is achieved by combiningthe probabilitythat the game will continue with the players' discount factor (see Kreps [n. 7 above], pp. 505-6).
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33. Donald Cox, "Motives for Private Income Transfers," Journal of
Political Economy 95, no. 3 (June 1987):508-43, models transfersbetween
generationsbased on altruismand exchange neither using the theory of repeated games nor recognizing the incentive problems associated with such
transfers.
34. This is not a figure of speech. In some hunter-gatherertribes, old
people who can no longer walk are simply left behindto die.
35. In fact, in at least one primitivesociety it is reportedthat the young
are reluctantto share their food with the old because it is unlikelythat the old
will reciprocatein the future (see Allan C. Holmberg,Nomads of the Long
Bow [n.p.: NaturalHistory Press, 1969],pp. 151-53).
36. See, e.g., Sankara'sattempts to shake the power of elders in rural
BurkinaFaso.
37. Regardingneglect of the elderly, see, e.g., the Burkinabe movie
Yaaba(1989)by film makerIdrissa Ouedraogo.
38. See, e.g., Drew Fudenberg,D. Levine, and E. Maskin, "The Folk
Theoremwith UnobservedAction," WorkingPaper(Universityof California,
Berkeley, Departmentof Economics, 1988);and Abreu, Milgrom,and Pearce
(n. 23 above).
39. The same argumentworks for wealth.
40. Ellsworth(n. 1 above), pp. 287, 293, 295.
41. A perfect illustrationof this dangeris given by the Senegalese movie
Mandabi(The money-order)directed in 1968by OusmaneSembene and produced by Domireve, Dakar, and CFFP, Paris.
42. See, e.g., Poewe (n. 3 above), p. 99.
43. For evidence of lack of privacy in preindustrialsocieties, see Posner
(n. 1 above), pp. 6-7.
44. The survivalof greed in the popularmythologyof industrializedsocieties is obviously a heritage from a time when solidarity and sharingwere
much more common. Poewe is one observer concluding that preindustrial
societies oppose private wealth (pp. 91-124).
45. Evans-Pritchard(n. 1 above), pp. 152-64. See also Posner, pp. 42-52,
and the references cited therein.
46. For an applicationof the same principleto sharecropping,see, e.g.,
Steven N. S. Cheung, The Theoryof Share Tenancy(Chicago:University of
ChicagoPress, 1969).
47. B. Holmstrom,"MoralHazardin Teams," Bell Journalof Economics
13 (1982):324-40.
48. It is difficultif not impossibleto prove that an increasein N decreases
effort in all possible cases. The reason is that, dependingon the parameters
of the model, decreasingeffort at some levels of N mightincreasethe chance
of low levels of income sufficientlyto outweigh the disutility of effort (see,
e.g., N. Singh, "Theories of Sharecropping,"in The Economic Theory of
AgrarianInstitutions,ed. PranabBardhan[Oxford:OxfordUniversityPress,
1989],for a discussion in the sharecroppingcase).
49. Starvationcannot be entirely prevented, however, as long as there
remainsthe possibilitythat the averageincome of the entiregroupfalls below
the survivalthreshold.
50. Note that the first best level of effort with the solidarityscheme need
not be the same as the individuallyoptimal level of effort without it. Indeed
the income and risk reductioneffects of the scheme may reduce the supply of
labor.
51. Rememberthat symmetry is assumed here. In an asymmetricsitua-
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tion, poor householdswould have a muchgreaterchance thanrich households
of findingit in theirinterestto rely exclusively on welfare.As with all insurance
models, asymmetriesraise the possibilityof adverse selection.
52. The insurancepool is assumed large enough that the covariancebetween e and individualincome can be ignored.
53. Againfor simplicity,the distributionof aggregateincome is assumed
such that the minimumincome level is attainablein all circumstances.
54. See Hart and Holstrom (n. 19 above), pp. 91-97.
55. Dilip Abreu, D. Pearce, and E. Stacchetti, "Toward a Theory of
Discounted Repeated Games with ImperfectMonitoring,"Econometrica58,
no. 5 (1989): 1041-63.
56. See, e.g., Cleave (n. 10above);CarkEicherandD. Baker, "Research
on AgriculturalDevelopment in Sub-SaharanAfrica: A Critical Survey,"
MichiganState University InternationalDevelopmentPaper no. 1 (Michigan
State University, East Lansing, 1982); Marcel Fafchamps, Labor Use and

Productivity and Technological Change in African Smallholder Agriculture:

SynthesisReport (Addis Ababa:InternationalLabourOrganisation,1986).
57. On capital, see Platteau, "TraditionalSystems of Social Securityand
HungerInsurance"(n. 1 above), pp. 121-29, and the referencescited therein.
Providingjobs to relatives and friends can be viewed in the same light.
58. Indirectevidence of laborassistancecan be found in Cleave, pp. 169,
173-74; Joachim von Braun and Patrick J. R. Webb, "The Impact of New
Crop Technology on the AgriculturalDivision of Labor in a West African
Setting," Economic Development and Cultural Change 37, no. 3 (April 1989):

522-29; S. Y. Atsu, "AshantiFarm-LevelStudies"InterimReportno. 1 (Institute of Statistical,Social and EconomicResearch,Universityof Ghana,Accra,
1981), p. 11; R6publique du Mali, Programme de Recherche Socio-

Economique Appliquee dans la Zone de Production Cotonniere--Region

Sikasso (Programof appliedsocioeconomicresearchin the Cottonproduction
zone-Sikasso Region)(Bamako:Comit6Nationalde la RechercheAgronomique, April 1979),p. 1; Peter J. Matlonand Helga Vierich,AnnualReport of
ICRISATIUpper Volta Economics Program (Ouagadougou: ICRISAT, 1982),

p. G73.
59. Matlon. Land borrowingis free except, possibly, for a nominalfee.
60. Yves CoffiPrudencio,"A VillageStudy of Soil FertilityManagement
and Food Crop Productionin Upper Volta-Technical and Economic Analysis" (Ph.D. diss., University of Arizona, 1983),and Soil and Crop Management in Selected Farming Systems of Burkina Faso (Ouagadougou: OAU/

STRC/SAFGRAD,March 1987).
61. PhilipWoodhouseand IbrahimaNdiaye, e.g., examinelaborshirking
in "StructuralAdjustmentand IrrigatedFood Farmingin Africa:The 'Disengagement'of the State in the Senegal River Valley," DPP WorkingPaperno.
20 (Open University, Milton Keynes, June 1990).
62. See, e.g., Platteau,"TraditionalSystems of Social Securityand Hunger Insurance,"pp. 129-35, and the references cited therein.
63. Among those key factors of production:capital, in G. Feder, "The
Relationbetween FarmSize and FarmProductivity,"Journalof Development
Economics 18, nos. 2/3 (August 1985):297-314; or management,in Mukesh
Eswaranand Ashok Kotwal, "A Theory of ContractualStructurein Agricul-

ture," American Economic Review 75, no. 3 (June 1985): 352-67.

64. See, e.g., Platteauand Abraham(n. 12 above).
65. For example, Garry Christensen, "The Influence of Agro-Climatic
Conditionson RuralCredit:Evidence fromBurkinaFaso" (Universityof Wisconsin-Madison, May 1987, mimeographed).
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66. For example, Udry (n. 1 above).
67. Ellsworth(n. I above); Bromleyand Chavas(n. 5 above), pp. 730-32.
See also Williamson(n. 3 above), p. 46.
68. On consanguinity, see, e.g., Mark R. Rosenzweig, "Risk, Implicit
Contractsand the Family in Rural Areas of Low-Income Countries," Economic Journal98 (December 1988):1148-70.
69. Modelingthe process rigorouslyis the object of futureresearch.
70. W. Brian Arthur, "Self-reinforcingMechanismsin Economics," in
The Economy as an Evolving Complex System, SFI Studies in the Sciences

of Complexity, ed. P. W. Anderson, K. J. Arrow, and D. Pines (Redwood
City, Calif.:Addison-Wesley,1988), "UrbanSystems and HistoricalPath De-

pendence," in Cities and Their Vital Systems, ed. Jesse H. Ausubel and Robert

Herman (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1988), "Competing
Technologies, IncreasingReturns, and Lock-In by Historical Events," Economic Journal 99 (March 1989): 116-31, and " 'Silicon Valley' Locational
Clusters:When Do IncreasingReturnsImply Monopoly?"MathematicalSocial Sciences 19 (1990): 235-51.

71. Binswangerand McIntire(n. I above).
72. The temptationis strongerif wealth generatesincome, i.e., if it is not
simply hoardedas jewelry or food stocks.
73. Patron-clientrelations are described in Scott (n. I above); and in
Ellsworth(n. 1 above). See Platteau, "A Two-SeasonModel of HungerInsurance throughPatronage"(n. 8 above), for an effort toward the modelization
of such relationships.See also Watts (n. 1 above), p. 127;Basu (n. 8 above);
Mair(n. 8 above), p. 60.
74. Gini coefficient for livestock ownership is usually greater than 0.5
(see Fafchamps[n. 56 above], p. 18).
75. Wealthaccumulationmightbe banned,e.g., by organizingthe wasteful eliminationof grain surplusin ceremonies and beer festivals.
76. See Ellsworth for evidence that wealthier people have denser networks as evidenced by reciprocalgift relationships.
77. See also Posner (n. 1 above), pp. 14-15.
78. Scott's accountindeed suggeststhat peasantrevolts in southeastAsia
occurred when landlordsrelocated themselves in the cities and invested in
nonruralactivities.
79. See Popkin (n. 1 above), p. 26, about "insiders" and "outsiders."
80. In West Africa, Fulani herders and Mossi settlers are examples of
ethnicgroupsthat manageto live at the peripheryof ruralsolidaritynetworks.
81. Hausa merchants,e.g., often reside in villages outside of their ethnic
boundaries.Solidaritybetween them and the villagers is minimal.See, e.g.,
E. Eddy, "Labor and Land Use on Mixed Farms in the Pastoral Zone of
Niger," Livestock Production and Marketing in the Entente States of West

Africa, Monographno. 3 (Ann Arbor:University of Michigan,1979).
82. The borders of what is traditionaland what is not are blurred. For
instance, the currentpenetrationof islam in parts of sub-SaharanAfrica creates new centers of power that may have a "traditional"look to the uninformedeye.
83. See Pranab Bardhan, Land, Labor and Rural Poverty (New York:

ColumbiaUniversity Press, 1984),pp. 176-77, for an expression of the same
principle.
84. J. Farrell and E. Maskin, "Renegotiation in Repeated Games,"
GamesandEconomicBehavior1, no. 4 (December1989):327-60. See also Dilip
Abreuand D. Pearce, "A Perspectiveon Renegotiationin RepeatedGames,"
WorkingPaper (HarvardUniversity, Departmentof Economics, 1989).
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85. Note that it is the concept of "weakly renegotiation-proofness"as
definedby Farrelland Maskinthat is used here.
86. The informedreaderwill have noticedone of the ironiesof attempting
to applyrepeatedgame theory to real-lifesituations.In equilibrium,the threat
of crediblepunishmentis sufficientto prevent deviation. Consequently,punishmentsshould never be observed. In the presence of imperfectmonitoring,
events may triggerpunishmentpaths even though nobody deviated from the
cooperativepath. This may allow punishmentsto be observed, but they will
remainrare occurrences.
87. Posner(n. 1 above), pp. 45-51. See also Evans-Pritchard(n. I above),
pp. 152-64.

88. Posner, p. 48.
89. B. DouglasBernheim,Bezalel Peleg, and MichaelD. Whinston,"Coalition-ProofNash Equilibria.I. Concepts," Journal of Economic Theory42
(1987):1-12; B. Douglas Bernheimand Bezalel Peleg, "Coalition-ProofNash
Equilibria.II. Applications," Journal of Economic Theory42 (1987): 13-29.
Showingformallythat coalition-proofequilibriaexist requiresan extension of
HerbertE. Scarf's proof of the existence of a core in cooperativegames and
is left for future research ("The Core of an n-PersonGame," Econometrica
35 [1967]:50-69).
90. Formally, this does not requireoutrightexclusion. Such people can
be kept in the system, but the insurance benefits they can lay claim to are
essentiallyreduced to nothing.
91. For instance, see Watts (n. 1 above) for an in-depth study of the
interactionbetween the polity, informal solidarity, and hunger in northern
Nigeria.
92. See, e.g., AmartyaSen, Poverty and Famines (Oxford:Clarendon,
1981).
93. See, e.g., ibid.; Jean Dreze and Amartya Sen, Hunger and Public
Action (Oxford:Clarendon,1989).
94. See, e.g., MarkR. Rosenzweigand KennethI. Wolpin, "CreditMarket Constraints,ConsumptionSmoothing and the Accumulationof Durable
ProductionAssets in Low-Income Countries:Investmentsin Bullocks in India" (Universityof Minnesota,October 1989, mimeographed).
95. That is, in the parlanceof repeatedgames, provide a focal point.
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